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ABSTRACT: Biobased slurry processes and large-scale continuous
chemical production share many similarities. These concern not only
process technologies and equipment but also staffing (positions/
educations) and plant operations, including methods and technologies
for planning, scheduling, and control. Process Systems Engineering
(PSE) approaches have been applied successfully in large-scale
chemical production to optimize processes of high complexity. By
replacing rules-of-thumb and oversimplified calculations with rigorous
quantification and automation, PSE increases the profitability of a wide
range of processes. Such improvement potential also exists in the
bioindustry, which traditionally comprises many small-scale and batch
plants deployed in food or pharmaceutical production. The article
elucidates the most important operational challenges of such processes.
It brings together academic research and industrial perspectives by contrasting a careful revision of literature with a survey of
personnel working in industrial biobased production settings in Denmark. This analysis allows showing the existence of a gap
between academic research focus and industrial need, for instance, concerning production processes with humans-in-the-loop.
Furthermore, differences between chemical and biobased processes are pointed out, highlighting some limitations of applying PSE to
biobased processes. A deeper understanding of these limitations is fundamental to assessing risks when identifying process
improvement potential. Finally, the article suggests a possible roadmap for the development of frameworks for the optimization of
industrial biobased processes based on existing works in chemical processing.

1. INTRODUCTION

Optimal design and operation of biobased process systems are−
for several reasons−issues of great importance. Biobased
processes are an essential element of sustainable future
production and a circular economy.1,2 The annual global
investment requirements for renewable energy, biobased
chemicals and fuels, and ecosystem services are estimated at
USD 1−2 trillion over the next three decades.3 Moreover, the
bioeconomy is already an established industry sector with
countless plants in operation, which in 2014 in the European
Union generated 2.2 trillion Euro in turnover.4

While it seems that no exhaustive comparative study exists in
open literature, case studies5,6 as well as small production scales,
batch operation, and lacking online sensor technology indicate
that bioprocesses are operated at lower levels of automation than
a wide range of chemical processes.
This may, in turn, also lead to suboptimal process operation,

as it cannot be guaranteed that humans deterministically
implement optimal control actions in a complex multivariate
production environment. Process automation has been hindered
by factors such as small production scales and unmeasured raw
material variability. Added to these factors are strict regulations
enforced by public institutions such as the U.S. Food and Drug

Administration (FDA). Thus, there may be large unrealized
improvement potential in the existing branches of the
bioindustry due to optimization and automation challenges.
Optimal operation of bioprocesses is considered a complex

endeavor which calls for a Process Systems Engineering (PSE)
approach.7 To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no established
methodology for plantwide optimization (upstream and down-
stream) of biobased process operation is available in the open
literature.8 The wide range of differing processes which can be
observed in Table 1 (for instance, batch vs continuous and
small-scale vs large-scale) suggests that specific frameworks may
be of need. Examples of this diversity on the chemical process
side are, for instance, numerous plantwide control structure
synthesis frameworks such as in refs 9−12 or works dealing with
optimization of batch processes.13−17 Due to domain
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similarities, much can be learned from chemical process systems
engineering, where best practices have been collected for
decades.18 However, systematic biases and lacking process
insights (for instance, concerning raw material characterization)
should be identified and understood.
In order to study processes which are apt for application of

PSE methodologies and technologies utilized in chemical
processing, the focus in this article is put on bioprocesses
which comprise significant slurry processing. This includes
especially the production of biochemicals, enzymes, processed
foods/ingredients, and biopharmaceuticals. The article dis-
cusses generalizable challenges and properties inherent to
biobased processing in the light of established methodologies
and technologies. In this, it assumes an academic as well as an
industrial point of view: where applicable, theoretic findings are
substantiated by a survey carried out in industrial biobased
production facilities. In total, nine different factories across
Denmark have been visited in the course of the survey
(methodology and questionnaire can be found in ref 8). The
results are anonymous, but the participating plants are classified
briefly according to type and scale of business in Table 1.
The structure of the article is as follows: in order to break

down complexity, the background (section 2) borrows the layers
of the automation pyramid (Figure 1, adapted from ref 19) in

order to embed the presented information into a familiar
structure. From this established reference model, the layers
Process/Sensoring/Actuation,and Regulatory Control, Supervisory
Control, Manufacturing Execution System, and Enterprise Resource
Planning are chosen as an entry point of the review in section 2. It
will become apparent that the pyramid does not easily
incorporate all aspects which influence operations and control
of biobased production. Therefore, deep dives into topics of
special relevance are presented in section 3. These include

hierarchical operations and process control of batch and
continuous processes, human factors in production environ-
ments, changeover cost assessment, and cleaning of machinery.
These topics are aligned in the Discussion (section 4), followed
by a potential roadmap for future research in the Conclusion.

2. BACKGROUND
As per definition, biobased processes are concerned with live
cells, formerly live cells, or cell constituents which are of plant,
microbial, or animal/mammalian origins.20 There is usually a
distinction into an upstream process where product is produced/
extracted from a raw material and a downstream process where
compounds are recovered in a desired purity and brought into
stable form.21 Locally, this separation between process sections
reduces complexity. Furthermore, operational expertise and
utilized technologies within these two process sections may
differ substantially. However, in the case of strong interdepen-
dencies, separation and omission of information may lead to
suboptimal operation. There is similarity to the vertical
separation of the automation pyramid where reduced complex-
ity due to separation locally enables simpler technologies. These
function robustly within their specified range of operating points
and usually a large range of disturbances. However, this vertical
separation is only then optimal when the simple, regulatory
controller can correct the disturbances it is designed for−in a
timely manner. This paves the way for a supervisory control
algorithm (for instance, a model-predictive control or even
realtime optimizer) whichmay not be able to execute sufficiently
fast to react to all disturbances. As it is deemed a topic of interest,
hierarchical control structures are discussed briefly in section
3.1.

2.1. Process Layer and Decentralized Control. The
bottom of the automation pyramid is formed by the interface
between actual process and regulatory control layer through
sensors and actuators. Here, typically single-input single-output
proportional integral controllers are installed. They execute fast
and robustly, yielding an operable system without material
overflows and safe pressure/temperature ranges.
Overall, many unit operations that one encounters in

downstream processes around the globe are alike. A simplified
flowsheet with relevant points of divergence between process-
types is depicted in Figure 2. Automation at the base layer can be
inhibited by technological limitations or cost of analytical
technology and controllers. This does not concern pressures and
temperatures as much as flows or level/weight controllers. The
latter are often steeredmanually by operators to align scheduling
decisions with other process constraints, for instance, by
relieving the workload of a critical process step for some time
through a successive filling of upstream buffer tanks. Depending
on rawmaterial properties and variability, a robustly functioning
automatic pH controller may not be easily installed.
Having to react to extraordinary situations or engage in

manual scheduling activities may render manual control and the
flexibility which is inherent to it more attractive than automatic

Table 1. Classification of the Survey Participantsa

business no. upstream no. throughput (kg/d) no. product form no.

Pharma (Generic) 2 fermentation 7 <1000 4 powders 6
Pharma (Branded) 1 extraction 2 <10,000 0 granules 2
food and beverage 4 <50,000 2 liquids 1
biobased chemicals 2 >50,000 3

aThe columns are entirely independent of each other (anonymity); no. denotes the frequency of the specific answer.

Figure 1. Automation pyramid reference model. Square brackets
indicate the order of magnitude of the frequency of decision-making.
MES - Manufacturing Execution System, ERP - Enterprise Resource
Planning. RTO - Real-Time Optimization. MPC - Model-Predictive
Control. Adapted from ref 19.
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solutions. This concerns especially batch operated plants.
Manual control is facilitated by the fact that pressures and
temperatures in biobased processes tend to be moderate, while
process time-constants are generally large. Therefore, rigorous
automation is often not necessary from a process safety
perspective. The resulting absence of base-layer automation
has repercussions for all higher layers of the automation
pyramid, as all systems need to incorporate the effects of manual
control: namely nondeterminism (among them unplanned
delays due to absence of an elsewhere engaged operator) and the
risk of human error.22 Due to its relevance to bioprocess
operation, a brief discussion about human factors in plant
operation is presented in section 3.2.
2.2. Supervisory Multivariable Control/Batch Control.

Aligning control and operations of a series of units is subject of
the supervisory layer. Here, a lack of reliable and/or timely
measurements may complicate or prevent state estimation and
accordingly also the determination of process models. If
measurements are available, modeling may still be difficult
where underlying phenomena are unknown or processes are
subject to excessive uncertainties or nonreproducibility. This
greatly complicates model-based optimization projects and
model-based control schemes.
The lack of measurements relevant for the supervisory layer

can be tackled by means of modern Process Analytical
Technology (PAT). Participants of the industrial survey were
asked to state whether or not they were deploying chemometric/
inferential PAT. (For intellectual property reasons, they were
not asked to specify utilized technologies or detailed location/
frequency of measuring points in the process.) The results are
shown in Table 2, indicating that advanced technologies are
applied throughout the industry. Especially in the said-to-be
conservative pharmaceutical industry, a change in paradigm−a
change toward PAT and feedback control−is encouraged by the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration through the Process

Analytical Technology initiative23,24 as well as the Quality by
Design framework.25,26 Also, the relevance of PAT for the
purpose of feedback control in a pharmaceutical context is
discussed.27,28 The utilized technologies and methods are
generally well documented, for instance, in the extensive
multiauthor review in ref 29. Therefore, process layer and
analytical technologies are not the focus of the article at hand.
Rather, the reader is to be equipped with the context
understanding necessary to qualitatively evaluate business
cases for improving control and operations.
While large-scale continuous bioprocesses may resemble

chemical processes in terms of process integration (material and
heat), small-scale and especially pharmaceutical processes are
not likely to feature substantial recycles. The resulting processes
therefore tend to feature unit operations in series, which has
implications for the plantwide control problem: in general, the
supply of ample buffer capacities and sequential process
topology imply slow plant responses with little interactivity
between variables. At the cost of capital expenditure, this
simplifies the control problem30 and renders manual control a
functional alternative to automatic approaches. In this context,
the pharmaceutical production case study in ref 31 vividly shows
the contrast to large-scale continuous chemical processes where
the level of automation is usually high.32 These disparities
motivate a brief review of relevant aspects of plantwide control in
section 3.3.
Batch operation is generally known to play a superordinate

role in biobased processing. This claim is substantiated by the
fact that six of the nine survey participants operate batch
processes. It motivates a dedicated review of the matter in
section 3.4. While biobased processes in this regards share
properties with fine and specialty chemicals, it sets them apart
from the large-scale continuous processes of the bulk chemical
industries. Batch control on unit operation level is generally well
documented, but in comparison to continuous processes, little
literature is found which deals with the role of automatic or
manual control within an entire batch plant. Here, process
control and reactive scheduling are strongly linked, which makes
it difficult to speak of plantwide control. Generally, based on an
industrial survey, Piechottka et al.32 note that the degree of
automation of batch plants tends to be lower than in continuous

Figure 2. Generalized flowsheet for a biobased process.

Table 2. On the Use of Process Analytical Technology, e.g.,
Spectroscopic Inference (out of 9 Participants)

of raw materials in-process of products

3/9 6/9 4/9
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plants. According to ref 33, elevating this level is a topic of great
industrial interest.
Due to the widespread separation of upstream and down-

stream processes in industry and academia, supervisory control
and operation will be regarded individually in the next two
sections.
2.3. Control of Upstream Bioprocesses. Alford34 sees the

largest potential impact for advanced control in the upstream
section. This is attributed not only to high utility consumption
for many fermenters but also to potential yield and throughput
increases. A main challenge in the upstream control problem lies
in its multivariate and nonlinear nature.35,36 The latter results,
i.e., from themultiphasic solid/liquid/gas systemwheremultiple
species such as substrate, nutrients, intermediate metabolites,
and final products interact. Overall, systems of biological
reactions including pH sensitive enzymatic/metabolic kinetics
with inhibition−convoluted with heat and mass transfer
phenomena−yield complex dynamic interrelations. Further-
more, measurement uncertainties and time delays may be
unusually large due to the need of determining key performance
indicators in laboratories based on biological properties. This
denotes a severe challenge if raw material characteristics change
fast. If substantial natural variation of microorganisms or
enzymes occurs, this adds further complexity compared to
processes with predominantly exogenous disturbances (which
are more likely to be measurable). Multifarious sources of
uncertainty in inputs and processes as well as delayed availability
of information complicate feedback control. Often the develop-
ment of observers for biological systems is a similarly challenging
task.37

Still, enabled by PAT, modeling and control of continuous
and batch bioreactors are topics of great industrial interest.
Progress in this area is illustratively shown at hand of the gradual
progress in modeling of industrial fermentations. First, data-
driven modeling of industrial fermentation was achieved using
partial least-squares38 and subsequently time series model-
ing.39,40 This was followed in refs 41 and 42 where the full power
of first-principles modeling is exposed through a series of
experimental validations. Furthermore, due to incomplete
knowledge of underlying phenomena such as complexmetabolic
networks, hybrid modeling of biobased processes is a field with
considerable potential.43,44

2.4. Control of Downstream Processes. Kiss et al.7 point
out that downstream operational expenditure can amount to
80% of total processing costs in extreme cases; for certain
recombinant-DNA-derived products, this number can be even
higher.20 A more conservative estimate would locate it around
40−60%. Also, in downstream lines, one frequently finds process
units which are costly in terms of utilities. Often, these make for
good candidates to study when trying to limit operational
expenditure utilizing PSE tools. Frequent units of interest are
not only, for instance, evaporators (concentration) or
distillation columns (predominantly solvent recovery) but also
units employing membranes.45 These units are often operated
continuously or semicontinuously, and multivariate problems
may require advanced control solutions. However, high
operational expenditure may also arise in chromatographic
separations, especially if resins or solvents cannot be reused.
This applies similarly to filter-aid-intensive dead-end cake
filtration processes. Single-use equipment may be costly,
which is why it is most frequently encountered in pharmaceut-
ical processes. Whether or not operational expenditure can be

reduced by means of PSE is likely to be application-specific and
can be difficult to evaluate.
Furthermore, many downstream challenges arise in a

scheduling rather than a process control sense: often, parallel
and sequential batch units need to be aligned by the operators.46

Due to the nature of many unit operations, this may occur even
within a continuous process. Here, cycle time transitions or
batch-continuous interfaces complicate the scheduling task
which may furthermore be subject to (biology-induced) cycle
time uncertainties. The coordination of recurrent−for instance,
daily or weekly−cleaning-in-place (CIP) or sterilization
routines, machine reinitializations, or the timely provision of
depleted process additives consists of challenging tasks. The
situation is complicated further if utility systems are shared
between production lines or otherwise decoupled process cells.
Optimal scheduling is of utmost importance as any unrecover-
able idle time reduces throughput and thus sharply increases the
share of capital expenditure in product pricing.
In reactively maintained plants the scheduling problem is

often exacerbated by equipment failure or malfunctions caused
by high-viscosity slurries. Participants of the industrial survey
were asked to describe the maintenance scheme which they
found described their plant best. They could choose more than
one answer (this turned out necessary as plantwide maintenance
plans tend to entail several elements). The results are shown in
Figure 3, where focus should be on the large fraction of reactive

maintenance; fixed intervals are preferred for bottleneck
candidates and safety-critical units. Reactive maintenance
reduces the reproducibility of plant behavior as malfunctions/
breakdowns and consecutive maintenance actions frequently
force the process to deviate from a planned trajectory. This
creates the indicated requirement for flexible control structures,
generated by keeping operators in the loop and by allowing them
to actively interfere with control and procedural operations.
The consequently required presence of numerous operators

as adaptive process elements implies notable personnel expenses
connected to downstream processing. In conjunction with the
utility costs, these make up the direct downstream operation
costs which are traceable in the bill of materials and payroll.
Beyond this, there are a number of indirectly arising costs:

throughput bottlenecks which may quickly arise in the complex
operating regime of the downstream line limit plantwide
throughput. Frequently encountered purges (filter cakes,47

CIP-related washouts,48 liquid bleed-offs,49 or resin regener-
ations) can lead to the loss of substantial amounts of product.
Quantification of these phenomena requires advanced analyses/
extrapolation and often extraordinary sampling campaigns.

2.5. Manufacturing Execution Systems. Production
orders specifying product properties, amounts, and relevant
process parameters are distributed by the Manufacturing
Execution System. A frequently encountered paradigm of

Figure 3. Answers to the question what best described the plant’s
maintenance scheme (multiple answers possible).
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contemporary production planning is Just-in-Time/pull pro-
duction. It is tightly interlinked with the Lean Production
philosophy, a key element of which is a stable flow of material
through a discrete system. Usually this is achieved by means of
Kanban (pull) techniques.50 Beyond that, Lean Manufacturing
is concerned with avoiding waste,51 which includes keeping the
amount of in-process as well as finished product inventories low.
This is of relevance especially in discrete-parts manufacturing,
where large quantities of diverse semimanufactured pieces may
exist before final assembly. An exhaustive recent review of Lean
practices, which confirms their industrial relevance, is given in
ref 52. Here, Lean principles are also deemed relevant for the
process industries.53 Savings from inventory and lot size
reductions are especially mentioned. However, based on a
macroscopic survey of companies throughout numerous
industries,54 it is shown that, i.e., inventory Leanness does not
guarantee better business performance.
In the nondiscrete process industries the amount of in-process

inventory is somewhat self-regulating, as it needs to be stored in
buffer tanks, intermediate bulk containers, or similar equipment.
Still, also here, one experiences a trend toward pull production.
Yet, such processes suffer from long lead-times and, by
comparison, high changeover-induced losses. This shifts the
equilibrium between supply chain and production-related costs,
which motivates an in-detail discussion about the quantification
of changeover cost in section 3.6.
In practice, a well-planned production needs to be based on an

assumption about future demand. Accordingly, forecasting is a
key enabler of optimal production planning. Usually, predictions
are based on historical sales/order data using statistical means
such as smoothing.55 There are, however, mechanistic elements
which could be seasonal behavior, the manual inclusion of
withdrawn orders, or the ability to manually include customer
forecasts or competitor-related information into the predic-
tions.56

Batch plants are regarded as highly flexible, and often this
flexibility is exploited by operating them as multiproduct or
multipurpose facilities. However, complex interplays between
planning, scheduling, and control are not limited to batch plants.
Continuous plants producing small lots in short campaigns also
pose challenging scenarios. The industrial survey shows that
production campaigns may be very short in some cases (Table
3), indicating the relevance of production planning which
respects the capabilities of plant and operating crew.
Regardless of the operating mode, there seems to be less

standardization in small-scale plants than in highly automated
large-scale continuous chemical plants. The operational
structures within the latter fit well the scheme of an automation
pyramid, and expert employee roles can often be assigned with
precision. There is more ambiguity in small plants, and rather
than employing control experts, each plant visited in the course
of the industrial survey employed Lean Production experts
rather than control/PSE experts in order to conduct plant- or
site-wide optimization projects (Table 4).

The Lean Production paradigm has its roots in discrete-parts
manufacturing and features many elements of statistical control.
It seems auspicious especially for manually operated plants. In
the bioindustry, scale of processes and the active involvement of
humans somewhat resemble discrete-parts production. On the
other hand, especially numerical methods of Process Systems
Engineering have no natural place within the Leanmethodology.
Therefore, it may be incomplete as a toolbox for biobased
process optimization (or any processes sharing these features).
An indication for the incompleteness of the Lean methodology
might be taken from the fact that only one interviewee claimed
that the Lean project(s) had been very successful (Table 4).

2.5.1. Cleaning and Sterilization Requirements. Finally,
even more than most chemical slurries, biological material tends
to accumulate on surfaces due to high viscosities and stickiness.
Consequently, frequent cleaning of equipment is necessary in
order to avoid fouling/malfunctioning. This can bemotivated by
deteriorating process efficiencies, but often it is a requirement
for safe foods and drug production to avoid contamination or
cross-contamination between product lots. The latter may
furthermore call for sterilization of machinery and processed raw
and auxiliary materials.
The regulation-compliant implementation and documenta-

tion of cleaning and sterilization routines is a core issue of
campaign planning and plant operation. Due to the relevance in
everyday operations, its ties with batch operation and
scheduling, and not least optimization potential, the topic of
cleaning and sterilization is revisited in detail in section 3.7.

2.6. Enterprise Resource Planning. It is a main task of
resource planning to put in place the structures that enable
economically optimal operation of production plants in light of
the above-mentioned challenges. This incorporates identifying
an economically optimal level of automation as well as the roles
and eduction profiles of personnel on the payroll. An optimal
level of inventory needs to be identified and leveraged with
campaign durations and market characteristics; even a batch
versus continuous production discourse may be adequate in
some cases. These decisions are not at all unlike those which
need to be made in chemical processing, yet the automation and
operational challenges discussed briefly above must be recalled.
Twenty years ago, Drucker57 stated that having to deal with

technological innovation from outside of one’s field of expertise
is one of the greatest potential management challenges of the
21st century. This is in line with ref 58, which furthermore
decidedly warns of investments in technology for technology’s
sake. It offers the example of the computer-integrated
manufacturing wave, which has, in many cases, failed to yield

Table 3. Product Diversity and Production Campaign Durations (Days)a

parameter value

participant 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
no. of products per line 5−10 >10 <5 <5 >10 <5 >10 <5 <5
duration of prod. campaign 3−7 1 60−90 90 2−3 180 1 365 7

aSample 4 corresponds to the continuous plant.

Table 4. Successfulness and Project Stakeholders of Lean
Production Projects in the Visited Plants

not successful moderately successful very successful

count 1/9 7/9 1/9
internal consultants external consultants both

count 5/9 1/9 3/9
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the expected returns. The inherent multidisciplinarity and
application-specificity of many biobased enterprises require
substantial experience and specialization beyond a formal
education on the side of managers. Furthermore, there are
often several qualitative factors which influence short-term
decisions (tactical projects) as well as long-term decisions
(strategies). It is, therefore, not always possible to base decisions
on objective means such as quantitative multiobjective
optimization.
Producers of foods or biopharmaceuticals need to handle and

anticipate the effects of public regulation (i.e., product safety and
environmental-related) on their operations. If a process fails to
comply with current Good Manufacturing Practice (cGMP)−
verified through recurrent auditing−the production license for
regulated markets is recalled. Therefore, in these industries, it is
usually the predominant operational goal to comply with quality
standards. Public or private agencies regularly issue guidance in
the form of published documents, but these are not always
explicit. Therefore, it is up to the producers to interpret them;
subsequently, they have to convince the auditing entity (which
has a very broad understanding of the overall standard across an
industry) that the quality control and management systems
which are put in place suffice. This adds inertia and uncertainty
to process optimization projects, as the decisions on the side of
the auditing entity (as well as the duration of the validation
process) are not always precisely predictable. Usually, process
and quality parameters offer some leeway for process
optimization without requalification. This area is commonly
referred to as the Design Space.26 If this is not explicitly
quantified, it may be a challenge for process engineers to
estimate risks and economic impact of projects in a formal way.
Sugiyama et al.59 have published a recent case study in which

the restrictions from design space constraints are explicitly
quantified. An idea of the magnitude of the economic effect of
Good Manufacturing Compliance requirements on full-scale
production facilities is given in ref 60.
While PSE engineers need not be experts in all of these areas,

they need to be able to realistically and quickly identify
improvement potential in a complex, multifarious plantwide
landscape of a biobased factory. As regulatory effects are a factual
effector of optimization and decision-making in cGMP facilities,
ways need to be found to formally handle this complication, and
there seems to be a need for further research in this area.

3. DEEP DIVES INTO TOPICS OF PARTICULAR
RELEVANCE

Motivated by the remarks in section 2, the following paragraphs
seek to elucidate topics of special interest−outside of the context
of the automation pyramid but in greater detail. It begins with a
bird’s-eye perspective on hierarchical control systems, followed
by the role of humans in production-related enterprise
operations (section 3.2). Thereafter, plantwide control with a
focus on continuous systems is introduced in section 3.3,
followed by a deep dive into batch and continuous processing
(sections 3.4 and 3.5). From here, the review moves on to
investigating the potential cost of changeover processes in
section 3.6, which is closely linked to the following review of
cleaning-in-place routines and compliance (section 3.7).
3.1. Hierarchical Control Structures. Control structures

of complex plants are almost exclusively of a hierarchical nature.
In general, one of the predominant motivations for separating a
task into subtasks lies in a reduction of complexity. This is true in
the case of creative design processes, for instance, those related

to the design of computerized planning and manufacturing
systems.61 It applies similarly to recurrent decisions taken in
during process operation and control.62 Here, one needs to
distinguish between manual and algorithmic structures:

• The need for a reduction in complexity in manual
planning and control arises from an individual’s
limitations in decision-making, which is ultimately also
related to the finite extent of a formal education as well as
the attainable amount of professional experience.

• In predominantly computer-based architectures, a sepa-
ration can mitigate risks arising from model errors and
uncertainties.63 It is also preferable due to facilitated
maintenance, cost of implementation, and a reduced
computational burden.

In general, a decomposition of tasks in a temporal manner is
regarded ‘vertical’ and leads to layered hierarchical architectures.
Looking at fundamental limitations of a separated approach, two
sources of suboptimality in a vertically disintegrated structure
stand out:

• Omission errors: if decisions are based on an insufficient
amount of information this can lead to suboptimal
decisions on any layer.

• Time-scale separation errors: delays in the flow of
information resulting in failure to provide optimal set
points to lower layers at the right point in time lead in an
irrecuperable loss of optimality.

Thus, it is a superordinate target to leverage the level of
development of decision-making tools, complexity of the
decision problems, and evaluation intervals. If the lower layers
effectively react to fast disturbances such that the higher layers
need not take into account this quickly evolving flow of
information, and the slow disturbances evolve at a time scale that
allows timely passing of set points downward through the
hierarchy, a separated approach can be effective.33,64

In general, ref 65 points out that personnel (i.e., operators)
need to be accepting of the new technology in order for an
advanced process control system implementation to be
successful. If decisions are taken manually, operators need to
be educated and supported accordingly. Both white- and blue-
collar personnel should be made aware of the risk factors that
arise in disintegrated structures. Honest key performance
indicators that are founded on process data should be rigorously
tracked to evaluate improvement potential.66 It should be
pointed out that indicators which are based on fundamentals are
preferable to those merely based on financial means (i.e., best
demonstrated practices).

3.2. Human Factors in Bioprocess Operation. As
motivated in sections 2.1−2.5, operators, mechanics, and
production planners play a superordinate role in shaping the
profitability of semiautomated production facilities. This applies
to small-scale chemical processes as much as it applies to
bioprocesses, especially if they are operated in batch mode.

3.2.1. Manual Control. Compared to publications concern-
ing automatic control, little regard is paid to the role of operators
in contemporary control engineering. Yet, as indicated before-
hand, in biobased production facilities they constitute central
elements of the control structure. Beyond decision-making, they
may be involved in material transportation and transformation.
They are also in charge of stopping and reinitializing machines.
Due to breakdowns and malfunctions, operators may have to
engage in short-term scheduling and maintenance operations,
especially during evening and night shifts.
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Klein et al.67 suggest that human decision-making is
predominantly pattern-based. This means that, instead of
rationally evaluating a set of feasible options and choosing the
optimum outcome, decision-makers tend to look for a strategy
that they have successfully applied previously in a similar
situation. This decision is often inferior to a statistically
motivated optimum. Furthermore, especially in time-critical
situations (meaning either that there is little time to make a
decision due to other actions that are in need of attention or that
a delay would aggravate the scenario), people tend to act
satisf icing,68 namely choosing the first workable option without
significant reflection.
Most control engineers will not be familiar with these terms,

which are, however, recognized by the Lean Production
methodology. Therefore, Lean or lean-inspired organizational
structures should be of interest to the involved engineers and
managers. Quality Circles and Task Rotation69 are examples of
concepts which recognize human potential and limitations.
The role of operators in daily production was also an element

of study in the industrial survey. It was not deemed feasible to
ask the interviewees for an estimate of operator workload;
therefore, different indicators had to be identified. The reader
should take note of the classification shop f loor, as this is not
ordinarily encountered in chemical product processing, where
one might instead speak of a f ield operator. However, four of the
nine participants agreed that a classification into shop floor
operators and control room operators was adequate, as recurrent
manual labor routines need to be conduced in the plants. For the
explicit ratios between both kinds of operators in the plants, see
Table 5. This may be taken as an indication that the Lean
Production methodology with its focus on human factors is
applicable in these plants.

Table 5 furthermore shows that several plants consist of
multiple lines. This is in itself a somewhat interesting point. In
the context of distinguishing plants from processes,70 the
following statement can be made:

“However, note that in the chemical engineering community
the term plant has a somewhat different meaning, namely as
the whole factory which consists of many process units; the
term plantwide control is derived from this meaning of the
word plant”.

In the context of plantwide control, dynamically coupled units
form a plant. Operators as a dynamic link are not part of this
framework. In many cases, interviewees stated that several
production lines were operated and maintained by the same
teams of operators/mechanics/engineers in order to benefit
from synergies and economies or scale. This also concerns
shared resources such as CIP stations and wastewater treatment
plants and utilities such as water, steam, and solvents. If these

dynamic links cannot be disregarded, substantial complexity is
added to process optimization and modeling projects: in order
to fully describe one process by means of a mathematical model,
a model of the second plant may be required. Searching an
indicator for skill levels, the interviewees were asked to quantify
the experience of their colleagues. Operators and engineers were
classified in groups of more than f ive and more than ten years of
seniority. The interviewees then assessed whether more than
25% or more than 50% of the employees fell within such a
classification. The results are detailed in Table 6, which shows

that operators tend to accumulate a great deal of experience.
This might be taken as an indication that process operation is
generally challenging, which is why enterprises try to hold on to
their employees once they have notable experience. This is not
without risks, as long-term employees are typically less open to
learning new ways of operating a process. In the case of
engineers, it appears that more fluctuation is experienced.

3.2.2. Manual Scheduling and Planning. Daoutidis et al.71

offer a recent, exhaustive perspective on plant operations and
discuss a wide variety of topics including planning and
scheduling. They specifically acknowledge the fact that person-
nel with expertise in process control usually do not have a
background in planning/scheduling and vice versa. Shobrys and
White72 came to a similar conclusion and assigned high
relevance to human behavior in the integration of planning,
scheduling, and control; and while they state that manual
planning, e.g., by use of spreadsheet tools has advantages such as
flexibility and, to some extent, robustness and transparency, one
should be aware that human decision-makers try to protect
themselves from other stakeholders and, potentially, their
uncertain assessment of a situation. This can lead to unnecessary
material or time buffers, where subordinate business functions
generally try to ensure that they will be able to comply with the
superordinate targets−which becomes easier if a back-off from
some constraint has previously been agreed on. Thus, the
motivation for a rigorous, computation-based approach (a
concise overview is given in ref 73) is of a twofold nature:
humans not only are more likely to fail than a properly
configured machine, 22 in this case they may also induce
suboptimal perfomance through a persistent bias.

3.3. Plantwide Control of Biobased Processes. Plant-
wide control deals with the optimal design of control systems for
entire chemical plants. It thus constitutes a natural resource to
turn to when optimizing biobased processes at the plantwide
level. A number of frequently cited frameworks have been
presented, for instance, those in refs 11, 12, 74, and 75. A concise
overview of history and recent trends in PWC is given in ref 76. A
more exhaustive review can be found in ref 77.

Table 5. Workload of the Operators in Terms of Dedication
to Line and Complexity of a Planta

lines operated
by op. team no.

control room op.
in charge of no.

ratio (operators)
control room: shop

floor no.

one 4 single line 5 no shop floor 3
two 3 two lines 3 1:1 2
three 1 three lines 1 2:3 2
five 1 1:2 1

aSingle production line vs multiple production lines; no. denotes the
frequency of the specific answer.

Table 6. Experience Levels of Operators Crews and
Supporting Engineers

operators

>25% of employees >50% of employees

>5 years experience 9/9 6/9
>10 years experience 5/9 4/9

engineers (production related)

>25% of employees >50% of employees

>5 years experience 5/9 3/9
>10 years experience 4/9 2/9
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Examining overlaps between biobased processes and plant-
wide control, one finds numerous works dealing with
simulation-based studies of continuous biofuel production.78−84

Works that deal with plantwide control of biobased processes
beyond biofuels are found in refs 46 and 85−87. Furthermore,
two documented application studies (chapters 14 and 16) are
found in ref 88. These are few compared to the published
application studies in chemical plants. This may have historical
reasons butmight also be explicable with potential inadequacy of
PWC in a biobased context.
3.3.1. Applicability of Plantwide Control to Biobased

Processes. One plantwide interdependency in bioprocessing is
evident: there is little incentive to increase product concen-
tration upstream if it cannot be recovered downstream. Such
yield bottlenecks (for instance, saturation of a resin), therefore,
need to be evaluated in a plantwide sense. However, from the
background discussions in section 2, it should be taken that
notable challenges beyond process control need to be tackled
when biobased upstream and downstream processes are to be
operated optimally. In practice, due to high requirements for
adaptiveness, many of these challenges are tackled by operators
rather than automatic algorithms. This brings with it the
aforementioned nondeterminism and an elevated level of
uncertainty/process noise. Furthermore, it may complicate the
use of model-based methods in such plants. Small plant scales as
well as product diversity also act as obstacles for model-based
work: for many enterprises, it is economically infeasible to build
and maintain large process- or chemometric model libraries.
It should be noted that model-based methods make up the

largest part of contemporary plantwide control research and that
the gains are highest where operators fail to operate a complex
process with interrelated variables optimally. This must be kept
in mind when evaluating the applicability of plantwide control to
biobased processes, as high-fidelity process models are often not
obtainable.
On the other hand, slow system responses and high material

holdups of sequential processes render heuristics for throughput
and inventory control strategies relevant. Research in this area
dates back to Buckley9 and has since been continued by a variety
of plantwide control experts.89−92 Skogestad93 states the need to
identify the bottleneck of the process for the purpose of placing
the throughput manipulator in proximity of the saturating
variable. This is important also in manually controlled plants in
order to facilitate the operator-steered ramp-up to maximum
capacity, such as presented in the case study in ref 94. Konda et
al.11 note that the throughput manipulator is ideally to be
located on the primary process path (defined as the path from
raw materials to main product). Operators can be relieved from
steering the bottleneck variable to its constraint by means of
feedback control.95 However, this requires that the saturating
variable does not change. Accordingly, Skogestad recognizes the
complications that arise when multiple units can be saturating
depending on process condition and proposes model-predictive
control in the lower layers of the automation hierarchy as a
possible remedy. This, however, requires a capable process
model and suffers from the disadvantages of a centralized
approach such as a risk of plant-model mismatch and inflexibility
with respect to operating points beyond the confidence region.
3.3.2. Self-Optimizing Control. Advanced predictive multi-

variable controllers are state of the art in some industries such as
oil refining or cement production.96,97 Based on process models
executed in real-time, these controllers supply optimal set points
to the lower layers of a hierarchical structure.

The difficulties in modeling, monitoring, and optimizing
bioprocesses have been delineated in section 2.3. This
complicates the use of online models for real-time hard process
optimization. Self-optimizing control structures98 refer to
decentralized feedback control systems, which compensate
disturbances in terms of economical optimality without frequent
retuning of set points. The topic has been discussed first in ref
99, and an exhaustive survey of current trends, methods, and a
historical perspective on this matter has been presented in ref
100.
Often, self-optimizing control structures are identified with

the help of offline processmodels. Using precomputed studies to
infer optimal control structures opens up the possibility to
benefit from offline knowledge, for instance, generated in
extraordinary laboratory sampling campaigns. It is interesting to
contrast this with model-based control architectures, as it tackles
limitations such as lack of real-time executable models,
measurements, and operator-acceptance.

3.4. Operation of Biobased Batch Plants. Fifteen years
ago Edgar101 claimed that, in total, there were more batch
operated plants than continuous plants in the United States.
However, it is accepted that in a single-product scenario,
continuous plants outperform batch processes.102 Bauer and
Craig103 state that there are fewer batch processes than
continuous processes in chemical, petrochemical, and refining
industries. This prevalence of continuous processes over batch
production in large sectors of the chemical industry is a good
indicator for their economic superiority, as batch operation
constituted the first production paradigm.104

A number of fundamental mechanisms which explain this are
listed in Table 7. Some of these apply exclusively to biobased
processes.

3.4.1. Prevalence of Batch Bioprocesses. Seeing as
efficiencies of continuous processes are highest, the large
number of batch bioprocesses may seem odd. Looking for
explanations, it should be noted that the plantwide production
regime of biobased processes has traditionally been batch. For
this, there are several likely reasons:

• Fermentation is historically a batch process, and this has
propagated to downstream lines.

• Recurrent cleaning of surfaces is necessary to prevent
accumulation of biological cell matter.

Table 7. Significant Disadvantages of Batch Processes
Compared to Continuous Processes

fundamental limitations

Heat in mass transfer limitations in large-scale batch reactors (gradients/weak
mixing105).

Fed-batch volumetric productivity limited by initial low reactor volume
utilization and biomass growth.

Batch volumetric productivity limited by to biomass growth or inhibited
metabolisms.

Batch bioreactors convert large amts of substrate to biomass (ordinarily
discarded). Reduces yield.

operational limitations

Decreased equipment utilization (start-up/shutdown). Unnecessary idle time
due to complex schedules.17,105

Integration: time-points of heating/cooling change relative to one another.106

Scheduling or intermediate storage creates substantial decoupling costs.
Operation/automation are generally considered easier for continuous
processes.30,32 Trends in continuous time-series are more easily observable.
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• Accumulation of biomass in reactors can similarly lead to
a reduction of space time-yield (productivity), requiring
reinitialization.

• Limited production campaign durations reduce the risk of
mutation in biological organisms and the effects of
inhibitor accumulation.

Also, material recycles may be forbidden due to risk of cross-
contamination, rendering the limitations in process integration
that are connected with batch operation less problematic. Along
the lines of this, due to prologued campaigns, contamination risk
is increased in continuous fermentations.107

Also here, public regulation has an effect: due to the historical
use of batch processes, regulatory entities such as the FDA and
industry stakeholders have accumulated a great deal of
experience. Accordingly, it is acknowledged that batch processes
are likely to have lower efficiencies, but facilitated validation may
render them attractive.28 This adds inertia in a transition to
continuous process regimes, as especially in first-to-market
scenarios, commissioning delays are likely to outweigh high
operational costs−even if they persist for numerous years.108

3.4.2. Practical Advantages of Batch Processes. Besides,
there are some operational aspects which are beneficial in batch
plants. First, production can be more easily interrupted than a
continuous material flow.109 In a breakdown scenario, this can
be an advantage. In general, the ability to control batch duration
as well as the shape of the transient profile render batch
processes flexible.110 However, the resulting trajectory tracking
problem may be substantially more complex than traditional
feedback control in a continuous process.111 In bioapplications,
batch duration allows better control of final substrate conversion
rates than what is achievable in a continuous process due to
residence time distribution effects. This is relevant, for example,
in beer or yogurt production. Furthermore, it is an advantage to
be able to base feedback decisions on analyses of the predecessor
batches despite measurement delays. Thereby, the amount of
changeover product can be reduced, and a correction to trends
in the time-series from aging/fouling effects is made possible.
This utilization of knowledge of past batches for the sake of

optimization of the current batch is commonly referred to as
run-to-run control; a current review of the matter is presented in
ref 112. Such predictions can be based on statistical means from
simple univariate exponential smoothers over time-series
models to complex machine learning based expressions. They
can also be based on linear and nonlinear dynamic models,
expressed commonly in the form of differential state space
systems. This enables the inclusion of domain knowledge in
first-principles models and, therefore, the (online) identification
of parameters with physiological meaning as well as a
quantification of their certainty.113 Enactment of better control
policies can then be based on deterministic control laws or
(robust) numerical optimization. The latter is especially helpful
if challenging and varying process fluids such as viscous
biological slurries cause frequent machine malfunctions. It
enables operators to temporarily interrupt production, giving
them time to react rather than causing a major process upset.
Furthermore, low volumetric productivity may, to some extent,
be mitigated by appropriate scale-up of the inoculum through
the use of seed fermenters. This is, however, connected to
additional equipment, a further scheduling problem, and it may
increase the risk of contamination due to an additional material
transport step.

Especially in the case of high-value products, batch processes
are prominent: to reap the benefits of economies of scale,
suppliers of volume-limited markets need to operate flexible
multipurpose plants.15,114 Due to implicated large changeover
and start-up or shut-down costs, continuous processes can be
inapt for this. More recently, the growing importance of
specialized products is mentioned along with batch pro-
cesses.17,97

Nevertheless, for some time, there has been a push for the
pharmaceutical industry to rely more on continuous and
semicontinuous processing technology.115−117 This is enabled
by the fact that product batches which undergo final testing need
not strictly stand in relation to a single upstream batch.118,119

3.4.3. Complexity of Data Models and Data Acquisition.
Diverse recipes are needed where multiple products are
produced on the same equipment. This creates substantial
operational complexity and furthermore renders data analyses
and modeling of batch processes challenging. Compared to
continuous processes, one needs to handle many heterogeneous
categorical variables. Specifically, in order to properly describe
the state of a batch process, it needs to be known in which
discrete state a machine is and what the relative time in that
process step is. Finally, the values of the relevant continuously
evolving process variables need to be determined and potentially
aggregated.
Especially in batch plants with low levels of automation, this

extent of supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA)
compliance is not guaranteed. The case study in ref 6 where no
electronic batch tracking is implemented is descriptive, and it
cannot be stressed enough that this limits data-driven/evidence-
based decision-making but also process modeling. In the case
study, the issue could be addressed by reconstructing the
discrete batch process system states from continuous time-series
data using a recursive state machine model, but in many cases
and especially in multiproduct facilities, this may not be practical
due to the involved manual workload.
Also, in the industrial survey, it was asked to what extent the

companies had digitalized their batch tracking systems. This
does not exclusively concern those plants that are operated in
batch mode, as also enterprises operating continuous or hybrid
plants are generally very concerned with creating transparency
for their customers through batch traceability (from raw
material/suppliers through the process to packaging). Still, as
Figure 4 reveals, not all records were digitalized. However, in
each of these cases, the participant remarked that a digitalization
project was in progress.
While this topic is not frequently discussed in academic

literature, a series of standards have been issued by the
International Society for Automation (ISA) to address this
structural challenge. They are quite generally concerned with the
design and operation of integrated planning and control systems

Figure 4. State-of-the-art of batch tracking mechanisms (multiple
answers possible).
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and not only offer reference models for architectures (softwares
and tasks) but also create a base for communication through
defining unambiguous vocabulary. In the case of batch
processes, standards of relevance are ANSI/ISA-88120−123 for
batch control/recipe management/data handling (adapted into
International Electrotechnical Commission Norm IEC 61512).
ANSI/ISA-9519,124−128 is more generally concerned with the
integration of computerized control and manufacturing
execution systems into IT and enterprise architecture.
However, it is not clear whether the normative documents

developed predominantly in the context of large-scale chemical,
petrochemical, mining, and, to some extent, food and beverage
industries can be applied successfully to biobased production in
the broader sense. There are comparably few academic
publications on the matter. A success story (ISA-95) from a
large-scale brewery is documented in ref 129, and a more
reserved perspective from the horticulture industry is presented
in ref 130. The inclusion of ANSI/ISA-88 standards for the sake
of data (recipe) management in a (continuous) pharmaceutical
process environment is discussed in ref 131. A concise overview
of the contents of the standards is given in ref 132, and for ISA-
95, refs 130 and 133 mention path dependency, referring to the
fact that existing (often pieced-together) software structures
greatly obstruct system integration by rendering projects very
costly. Thus, a long-term perspective is required in order to
justify the business cases for these projects. This is not always
feasible, especially for smaller players.
3.5. Continuous Production. Beyond the process-oriented

fundamental economic arguments for continuous production,
there are upstream processes that favor a continuous regime due
to their biological properties.20 Also, the reduction in equipment
scale from continuous production furthermore enables
producers to employ single-use machinery, which first reduces
costs from cleaning and sterilization and most effectively
minimizes the risk of cross-contamination.134

Schaber et al.135 compare costs for continuous and batch
processing for a large-scale pharmaceutical production and
conclude significant cost savings in the case of continuous
processing technology. However, it is pointed out that
production scales of pharmaceuticals are generally not
comparable to bulk chemical and petrochemical industries.136

This complicates the business cases, but still, continuous
processes are expected to play an increasingly important role in
the future. There is, however, strong evidence that batch plants
in today’s chemical and especially biochemical industries are of
substantial economic relevance and will retain this also in the
foreseeable future. Therefore, resource planners are well advised
to carefully leverage advantages of continuous technology with
batch technology before making an investment commitment.
3.6. Assessing the Cost of Product Changeovers. The

previous sections have introduced a series of challenges which
are unique or likely especially severe in bioprocesses. A well-
planned production must recognize and incorporate the
imperfections of subordinate business functions. In general,
due to the often predominantly manual operational regime, it
should not be surprising that manual planning is, in many cases,
still an industrial practice−as was the case not long ago in
chemical processing.72,137 This is not per se problematic, as it
may well be a practical approach compared to algorithmic,
model-based methods.
In general, aligning production planning and control/

operations in multipurpose facilities is likely to be a complex
endeavor. This concerns batch plants as much as continuous

plants, in the latter case, especially those with slow plant
responses due to sequential process designs with large buffers.
This complex interdependency between control and operations
(detached from biobased processing) has been the topic of
several recent cross-functional review and opinion pa-
pers.71,73,133,138

In production planning, one usually distinguishes between
short-term and long-term scenarios. Short-term forecasts
influence procurement and hiring strategies and ultimately
result in a production schedule implemented by the MES. A
long-term prognosis might lead to expansion projects or long-
range cost-cutting programs which are typical initiatives that
originate in the ERP layer. Predictability and recurrence of
orders to a large extent determine whether a regular production
plan (production wheel) can be implemented or whether pull/
just-in-time production approaches are needed. However, this
also also connected to plant and process properties, and a
fundamental task of ERP is the provision of a system which
enables production planners to balance the cost factors
presented in Figure 5.139 Changeover costs (I) should be
intuitively understood and will furthermore be revisited in
greater detail in section 3.6.1.

Inventory carrying costs (II) arise, on the one hand, in the
form of opportunity cost−the tied up capital should rather be
invested in projects or a generic investment vehicle that
performs according to an empirically determined benchmark
for return-on-capital. Obsolescence refers to outdated material
that ultimately cannot be processed and/or sold due to changing
market conditions or a decrease in quality. For biological
products, especially the latter is of relevance, as it is unlikely that
a part becomes obsolete. On the other hand, biological
degradation over time may be an issue.140 Finally, implicated
costs from the provision of holding facilities and management/
warehouse personnel are usually not negligible.
Shortage costs (III) refer to unrealized sales which could have

been achieved under a more robust storage policy: if no product
is in stock, long lead-timesmay force customers to seek contracts
elsewhere. Notably, the frequency of product changeovers and

Figure 5. An optimum selection of quantitative and qualitative cost
factors must be determined.
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thus changeover costs is related to stock levels. Optimal levels
and reorder points or a fixed production wheel are usually
determined by production planners.141 These do, however, not
necessarily know the physical constraints of the plant well.
The opportunity cost of carrying storable inventories is

reduced in times of low interest rates.142 Since 2009, interest
rates have been unprecedentedly low, which has a notable effect
on the price dynamics within the commodity market.143 This
indicates that a heuristically determined equilibrium between
(I−III) might not be valid in the same way it used to. In
combination with the fact that cross-functional and cross-scale
data are readily available throughout enterprises,71 it should
motivate increased awareness of the matter. Beyond these
factors, there may be some strategical/political reasons which
constrain these decision-making processes. Supply commit-
ments are of particular relevance in the pharmaceutical
industry.144 A tangible example is presented in ref 145.
3.6.1. Changeover Costs of Batch Processes. In the case of

batch-operated lines, any inactive time between production
periods caps capacity and can be recalculated as the shortage
cost in a maximum throughput scenario. Minimizing periods of
suboptimal product configuration is essential, which is a run-to-
run issue. To get a concrete idea of the learning cost, the
trajectory between the first and last batch should be studied to
assess yield and quality gradients. One should also be aware of
changing equipment cycle times throughout a production
campaign which affect capacity.146

3.6.2. Changeover Costs of Continuous Processes.
Production cannot be interrupted for product changeovers or
raw material changes in continuous processes. Therefore,
changeover product accrues in the period of transition between
two operating points. This may render the analysis more
complex, as the monetary implications of the resulting
changeover product with suboptimal configuration need to be
quantified. As new operating points need to be implemented
after each new production campaign is begun, minimizing the
negative implications thereof is an important area of control
engineering focus.138 This can be understood in terms of
reducing plant settling time,147 but recently, the area of
optimizing operating conditions during transient phases
(batch operation, load or product shift) using nonlinear
dynamic process models is gaining momentum also in the
industry.33,148

Searching academic literature for continuous processes with
large changeover costs, one is bound to find the continuous
production of polymers. Here, plants face changeover problems
similar to the bioindustry, naturally, i.e., biopolymers. Research
in this area has led to a benchmark model for semibatch
processes.149 Furthermore, a contribution with distinguished
focus on the transition between polymer products is given in ref
150, where it is decidedly pointed out that systems with large
residence times and short production cycles make for a bad
match.
Marchetti et al.151 aim at optimizing the sequence of the

production cycle using a nonlinear process model and taking
into account raw-material dependence. The work thus touches
on a number of relevant industrial problems, and the schedule
optimizer is ultimately implemented in a case study plant using
an Excel spreadsheet representation. Mahadevan et al.152

proposed to include changeover costs using a model-based
approach by phrasing it as an integral squared error for
deviations from the set point. However, it is often difficult to
establish a link between the quadratic performance criterion in a

model-predictive or linear-quadratic controller and the real
impact on process economy.101,152 Also, realize this and propose
a penalty in terms of envelope settling time in the objective
function, but unless the scenario is restricted to maximum
throughput operation, this is not necessarily economically
optimal. Ohshima and Tanigaki153 point out the importance of
the blending step, noting that changeover product is usually
marketable if blended and standardized. Here, optimal blending
by means of phrasing it as a mixed-integer linear problem is
proposed. Postblending economics is ultimately what defines−
but also whatmaymask−the true cost of a changeover (it may be
difficult to put an exact selling-price equivalent on a semifinished
product). The above publications are only an excerpt of a vast
area of academic research and tackle a number of relevant
problems. However, due to uncertainties (in process models,
raw materials lot consistencies, and ultimately operating
conditions), it is deemed difficult to rigorously optimize
schedules by including changeovers in a model-based approach
in most industrial applications within the bioindustry.
Regardless of that, efforts should be dedicated toward

classifying and optimizing these processes. Sinclar154 categorizes
three different types of grade-transition costs that can arise alone
or in combination:

1. A temporary reduction in plant output.
2. Accruing of a transition (off-spec or not ideal-spec)

product that must be sold at a lower price.
3. An according level of inventory and the economic

implications thereof.

One might attribute the nondistinction into nominal and
maximum throughput scenarios a shortcoming of Sinclar’s
classification, as this likely has implications for the types of costs
that are arising. Overall, in agreement with ref 155, it is indicated
that changeover costs between chemical processes and discrete-
parts manufacturing need to be carefully distinguished.

3.7. Cleaning and Sterilization. Fouling is a critical
plantwide problem encountered in food processing as well as
biopharmaceutical plants.156 It occurs in manifold ways157 and
arises during and after (biofilm aging) production campaigns.
Therefore, cleaning and sterilization are of predominant
importance in the bioindustry, creating a need for validation
and continuous verification of procedures.158

Jude and Lemaire159 estimate that in food and beverage plants
20% of uptime is lost to cleaning procedures. This throughput-
limiting effect is confirmed by the industrial survey, from which
it can be taken that CIP capacity (often shared between lines/
plants/units of a line) can actively slow down production speed
(Figure 6). Where possible, machines are thus cleaned in-place
or sterilized in-place, referring to procedures that make do
without lengthy manual dismantling machinery. There is a
further incentive to automate these routines as 80% of all injuries

Figure 6.On the question whether CIP system capacity can limit plant
throughput (multiple answers possible).
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in dairy production plants occur during manual cleaning-related
activities.48 The necessary systems (piping and pumping, water,
acids/bases/detergents, steam) originate from dairy production
and were subsequently adopted by the pharmaceutical and food
industries.160 The implicated costs can be very high due to utility
consumption, on the one hand, and capacity reductions, on the
other hand.159

Especially in fermenters, Cleaning-in-Place (CIP) and
Sterilization-in-Place (SIP) routines are of immense importance
due to the risk contaminations which can most easily arise in the
growth-favoring conditions of the upstream process. Further-
more, correct steaming of feed (inoculation) and sampling ports
as well as sterile filtering of all gas flows are essential to maintain
sterile conditions. Furthermore, fermenters should, if possible,
be operated at an overpressure such that no inwardmass transfer
occurs if there is leakage.
In industry, Cleaning-In-Place routines are ordinarily stand-

ardized procedures with fixed times and fixed volumes which are
determined from experience.161 Therefore, there is little
variability in historical data that one could learn from. Beyond
that, to date there is no output measurement which allows
reliably inferring the quality of a CIP with absolute certainty;162

recent research is driving ideas about fast image processing to
evaluate CIP efficiency. It is furthermore difficult to carry out
full-scale plant trials and induce variation, on the one hand, due
to the preceding qualification of the procedures and, on the
other hand, due to a factual risk of contamination if a CIP or SIP
procedure was insufficient. This can lead to scrap material,
which is undesirable in terms of substrate utilization and
capacity. In the worst case, if it goes undetected, it can result in
having to recall a product. This brings with it a substantial image
loss among customers and even possible legal consequences.
There is, nevertheless, large optimization potential. In a single

procedure, there are a number of degrees of freedom
(temperature; duration and frequency; deployed chemicals
and their concentrations; mechanical forces, i.e., flow-induced
shear forces; equipment, i.e., cavities and smoothness of
surfaces) that can be adjusted. Evidently, part of this deals
with equipment design, but most are operational factors that
should be optimized iteratively or in a model-based fashion. A
general decision one has to take is whether to CIP in a single-
pass (utilities are discarded post CIP) or recirculated manner.
This comes down to balancing costs and durations with a risk of
cross-contamination.163

Finally, aging can render the removal of deposits/biofilms
significantly more difficult due to drying and bacterial growth.164

The availability of a CIP station and the right utilities at the right
time is thus of 2-fold interest: delays may reduce line capacity
beyond the mere waiting time as the cleaning procedure is
prolonged; furthermore, it can be wasteful in terms of utilities.
Overdimensioning of CIP systems is a simple heuristic, and it is
suggested165 that a station should not be utilized beyond 70−
80%. However, this neither guarantees that no scheduling
conflicts arise, nor is it likely to be an optimal process design if
capital expenditure is considered.
There is likely notable optimization-potential in CIP/SIP

operations (balancing costs and production stops). In general,
cycle times and cleaning routines can and should be analyzed
and optimized based on statistical evidence in process
data.166,167 An interesting trade-off between capacity and costs
or environmental impact can arise, which is, for instance,
discussed in an optimal scheduling context in ref 168.

4. DISCUSSION
It has been argued that there is no well-accepted framework
dedicated to optimizing operations and plantwide control of
biobased processes which embraces their dominant and unique
features. These features have been delineated in-detail in the
above sections and are briefly summarized in Table 8. In this

listing, a distinction is drawn between properties which are
rather exclusive to biobased processes and those which are likely
shared with small-scale chemical processes. Both motivate the
fact that approaches to process optimization need to be taken
which differ from those developed for large-scale continuous
processes.
A special remark is to be made at CIPs which are listed as

uniquely biorelated, even though this is also an issue in
multiproduct chemical plants. A differentiation between
cleaning intensity as well as requirements is expected due to
the fact that biological growth exacerbates the risk of
contamination. Therefore, CIP requirements are likely more
rigorous in processes comprising organic material, unless they
are operated in self-sterilizing regimes (i.e., dependent on pH
and temperatures).
In general, trying to select an appropriate methodology for

process optimization, one faces the challenge that biobased
processes share features not only with chemical processes but
also with discrete-parts manufacturing. Plantwide control, batch
process system optimization frameworks, but also the Lean
toolbox entail useful concepts. It should be acknowledged that
human operators tend to dedicate little focus in PSE
frameworks−especially compared to the focus on human
behavior in the Lean Production toolbox. Furthermore,
engineers should keep in mind one of the most outstanding
achievements of the Lean movement: the establishment of a
unifying vocabulary which is understood and respected
throughout the entire supply chain. However, it should have
become evident that some scrutiny is due when applying the
Lean philosophy to biochemical process systems, not least due
to its roots in discrete-parts manufacturing, which can lead to
deficiencies in production planning. Possible application areas of
the different methodologies are schematically visualized in
Figure 7 in a two-dimensional projection as a function of degree
of continuity and degree of automation.
Here, the role of industrial standards (section 3.4.3) is

deemed highly relevant in a planned long-term elevation of the
level of automation. Both PSE methodologies (plantwide
control and batch process optimization) rely on models and
therefore reproducible behavior as an enabler of system
identification, model validation, and possibly extrapolation.
The delineated difficulties in describing biobased processes

Table 8. Concise Overview of Factors Which Influence
Optimization Projects and Potential

unique challenges nonunique challenges

raw material and bioprocess
variability

small production scales/multipurpose
plants

lacking, delayed, uncertain KPI
measurements

batch production/advanced scheduling

biosystems: time-variant, multiscale,
nonlinear

sequential process layouts

Good Manufacturing Practices/
CIPs/SIPs

low levels of automation, human-in-the-
loop

shared utilities or CIP/SIP stations
(large systems)
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mathematically must therefore not be neglected. Still, generally
methods exist that enable an engineer to accurately simulate
complex systems across scales, from the molecular level169 to
entire supply chains.170,171 Systems comprising biochemical
reaction networks on the microscopic level and complex batch
dynamics on the macroscopic (plantwide) level can thus be
handled formally. This includes formal handling of uncertainties,
which through continuous time stochastic modeling has for long
been a self-evident topic in the process industries.172 Monte
Carlo based techniques to obtain probability distributions of the
process variables have had significant impact on the operation of
biobased processes.173 The nature of the tackled problem
dictates whether an integrated multiscale model is of need or if a
simplification suffices. Modeling batch bioprocesses in noisy,
industrial contexts remains a challenge. Continuous chemical
processes which evolve within a tight operating envelope and for
which established thermodynamic property models exist are, in
practice, more easily described.
Before modeling and/or analysis, optimization projects in

industry often require substantial manual data processing as,

unlike in the case of control system performance monitoring,174

data sets are relatively heterogeneous and unstructured. This is
specifically challenging in the case of batch processes, where a
multitude of recipes and a lack of SCADA-compliance create
challenging scenarios. The existing frameworks do not explicitly
address this topic. Overall, it is important for an enterprise to
enable efficient and robust execution of retrofit process
optimization projects. In this, standardized structures aid
employees in effectively carrying out similar tasks in changed
settings. The application area of ISA norms is broad, as they
define reference models, tasks, technologies, and vocabulary
across layers, however, not explicitly for a biobased production
context.
Finally, the complex interplay between planning, scheduling,

and control in multiproduct biobased processes has been
demonstrated. Business cases for improved process control (for
example ”squeeze-and-shift”) are more complex to evaluate for
products which are shelf-stable and produced at moderate
scales: instead of installing costly process analytical and control
technology, in some applications it might be economically
preferable to have a semifinished product in stock and blend a
finished product according to customer needs. Aside from a
cheap and flexible process control landscape, a certain base stock
may furthermore have a positive effect on changeover/learning−
and even shortage costs. For solid formulations, storage space
constraints may not be as pressing as those of liquid products
produced at large scales.

5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The biobased economy, an already established industry sector,
will experience a substantial expansion in the coming decades. At
the same time, it will undergo a change in production paradigm
where levels of automation and profitability of plants will likely
have to increase drastically. These are endeavors of tremendous
complexity, creating a challenging landscape for managers and
engineers. In this, the Process Systems Engineering community
offers expertise and tools which can be of great help, from the
microscopic to the macroscopic scale.
However, several unique and dominant features of biobased

processes call for methods and methodologies which differ from
those which have been successfully applied to large-scale
continuous chemical processes or discrete-parts manufacturing
processes. This article has listed notable opportunities and

Figure 7. Overview of application areas of presented methodologies.
Expectedly higher achievable and current baseline automation in
continuous plants than in batch plants (due to lower requirements for
flexibility and higher technological feasibility in continuous plants).

Figure 8.Different levels of vertical integration and how they are linked to operations research (OR). This concerns especially planning/scheduling as
elements of operations research versus process control.
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challenges inherent to optimizing operations and control of
biobased processes. Accompanied by an industrial perspective,
an extensive base of relevant literature has been identified.
The positive effects of automatic process control (economic-,

environmental-, and safety-related) have been demonstrated in
large-scale process plants. However, these processes are usually
continuous and often highly integrated−biobased processes at
large are not. Still, the complexity of decision-making processes
calls for formal methods and the use of models−yet, a balance
between model-based methods and heuristics needs to be found
where modeling challenges (effort and risk of model-error)
exceed the gains. Furthermore, optimal operation of technoe-
conomic systems with humans-in-the-loop is not frequently
addressed by the PSE community. In general, there are
fundamental limitations for what control systems and manu-
facturing execution systems can achieve and for how much of
that can be automated. An attempt at visualizing this over the
disturbance domain has been undertaken in Figure 8. Here,
frequency denotes not only the rate of occurrence of a
disturbance but also the duration of its persistence, which is
often linked to its detectability and thus predictability. The gains
from vertical integration may be low if market or production
process are not predictable, dynamics evolve slowly, combina-
torial complexity is low, and if the flow of information is already
well-structured and fast. More advanced forms of control will be
able to compensate some disturbances better than a
decentralized control system, but a well configured base-layer
control structure in combination with skilful production
planning can be quite effective. There is also the chance to
support operators in their decision-making rather than
automating these processes−the idea is not new.175 If operators
remain on the payroll, one is well advised to find the right tasks
for them. To this end, refs 176 (pharma) and 58 (process
industries) mention the importance of continually educating
employees. In that regard, in plants with a flexibility- and
innovation-focus, the conduction of plant trials and adaption of
recipes is most efficiently enacted in a manually controlled
context, as a reprogramming of control system elements is both
costly and lengthy. This does not in the same way apply to
pharmaceutical production due to the restricted operational
domains (design space). Overall, this can be seen as a good
reason to further automate pharmaceutical plants in order to
reduce the risk of human error.
A Total Quality Management-like vision where operators

engage in statistical process control, strategic decision-making,
and maintenance operations−which are difficult to automate−is
not far-fetched. These activities fall under the umbrella of
continuous improvement, and mean to reduce losses while
increasing reproducibility of process as well as availability and
utilization of production resources. An estimate of the effect of
these philosophies in pharma is presented in refs 177 and 178.
An outlook in a more technology-focused fashion is found in ref
179. Still, in practice, predictive/interval maintenance is costly.
It is hard to imagine that enterprises would consciously invest in
such maintenance schemes on parallelized nonbottleneck units
if a breakdown has an insignificant effect on throughput.
Frameworks which are founded on generalizable domain

knowledge aid in structuring a complex optimization workflow
with consecutive manual steps. They can benefit from existing
methodologies and tools developed in chemical processing−but
they should acknowledge the particularities of biobased
processes. In general, substantial differences between the

following areas indicate that differentiated frameworks should
exist:

• Continuous biobased processes
• Integrated processes
• Sequential processes

• Batch biobased processes
• Dedicated plants
• Multiproduct/multipurpose plants

Once these high-level distinctions are made, it should become
easier to assess in greater detail and with more application-
specificity the potential merits of new technologies.
For continuous processes, plantwide control structure design

frameworks are a valuable resource, and a dedicated framework
may not be necessary. There could be extensions which focus on
sequential process regimes, the role of manual control, as well as
the interplay between control and operations. Furthermore,
developing formal methods which enable an evaluation of
whether a transition from batch to continuous processing is
economical (such as ref 105) might currently constitute the
more pressing research matter, even though this concerns new
processes to a larger extent than existing infrastructure.136

Batch processing is a dominant modus operandi in biobased
processing and likely to remain so in the foreseeable future.
There might be a methodological research gap as existing
frameworks have an outspoken focus on model-based methods.
Furthermore, they tend to deal separately with control and
scheduling/planning, which can be an oversimplification for
multiproduct processes. Frameworks should dedicate more
focus to the challenges in data processing and statistical analyses.
These are necessary in order to evaluate the potential merit of
model-based methods as well as for proper model training and
validation. Cameron et al.180 point out that statistical tools, while
an element of PSE education, are maybe not taught to a large
enough extent.
A differentiation between dedicated plants and multiproduct/

multipurpose facilities is meaningful as achievable optimality in
dedicated facilities in terms of capital and operational
expenditure is most likely higher. The inherent complexity of
multiproduct batch plants indicates that it is already a substantial
challenge to operate plants at high capacity utilization.6 Due to
high capital investiture, this is often the pressing operational
objective.
Handling of Cleaning-In-Place as well as regulatory issues

could either be embedded within the frameworks or presented in
the form of a supplement. There is likely unrealized improve-
ment potential due to a lack of formal quantification of these
processes as well as high risk from cGMP compliance issues,
which causes plants to be operated with notable back-off from
many constraints.
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